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(54) BICYCLE RIM

(57) A bicycle rim is provided with an annular tire
mounting part, an annular spoke mounting part, at least
one spoke attachment member and an orientation main-
taining structure. The annular spoke mounting part in-
cludes a plurality of spoke openings a circumferential
spaced along the annular spoke mounting part. The
spoke mounting part extends from the annular tire mount-
ing part to define an interior space containing the spoke
attachment member. The orientation maintaining struc-

ture is dimensioned with respect to the interior space to
form an orientation maintaining arrangement such that
the spoke attachment member is slidably disposed within
the interior space in a circumferential direction of the bi-
cycle rim to selectively align with one of the spoke open-
ings while also maintaining an orientation of the spoke
attachment member within the interior space to align with
the one of the spoke openings.
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Description

BACKGROUND

Cross-Reference to Related Applications

[0001] This application claims priority to US Patent Ap-
plication No. 13/026,492, filed on 14 February 2011. The
entire disclosure of US Patent Application No.
13/026,492 is hereby incorporated herein by reference.

Field of the Invention

[0002] This invention generally relates to a bicycle rim.
More specifically, the present invention relates to a bicy-
cle rim for tensioned spokes.

Background Information

[0003] Bicycle wheels are continually undergoing de-
sign modifications to make them easier to manufacture
and assemble, as well as stronger, lighter and more aer-
odynamic. Various types of bicycle wheels are being sold
on the market at present. Many bicycle wheels include a
hub, a plurality of spokes and an annular rim. The hub is
rotatably mounted to a part of the bicycle frame. The inner
end of each spoke is connected to the hub and the spokes
extend outward from the hub. The annular rim is con-
nected to the outer ends of the spokes and includes an
outer circumferential part that supports a pneumatic tire.
[0004] In general, the spokes of a bicycle wheel are
thin wire spokes. A flange that connects the spokes to
the hub is normally formed at both ends of the hub. Spe-
cifically, for example, holes are formed in the hub flanges
for receiving the inner ends of the spokes. The interior
end of each spoke is supported in a hole formed in one
hub flange. In general, the outer end of each spoke is
threaded such that the outer end can engage with a spoke
nipple that secures the outer end of the wire spoke to the
rim hole. In order to make the bicycle wheel as lightweight
as possible, the rim is usually made of aluminum alloy,
and is sought to be made as thin as possible. However,
making the rim thin results in a reduction in strength, par-
ticularly in the relatively high-stress areas around each
spoke hole. Thus, aluminum rims are often reinforced
with either single eyelets or double eyelets to distribute
the stress of the spoke. A single eyelet reinforces the
spoke hole much like a hollow rivet. A double eyelet is a
cup that is riveted into both walls of a double-walled rim.

SUMMARY

[0005] One aspect is to provide a bicycle rim cost that
is relatively inexpensive and simple to manufacture.
[0006] In view of the state of the known technology, a
bicycle rim is provided that basically comprises an annu-
lar tire mounting part, an annular spoke mounting part,
at least one spoke attachment member and an orienta-

tion maintaining structure. The annular spoke mounting
part includes a plurality of spoke openings disposed at
predetermined locations along a circumferential direction
of the annular spoke mounting part. The spoke mounting
part extends from the annular tire mounting part to define
an interior space with a predetermined interior shape.
The spoke attachment member is disposed in the interior
space. The orientation maintaining structure has a pre-
determined configuration that is dimensioned with re-
spect to the predetermined interior shape of the interior
space to form an orientation maintaining arrangement of
such that the spoke attachment member is slidably dis-
posed within the interior space in a circumferential direc-
tion of the bicycle rim to selectively align with one of the
spoke openings while also maintaining an orientation of
the spoke attachment member within the interior space
to align with the one of the spoke openings.
[0007] These and other objects, features, aspects and
advantages of the bicycle rim present disclosure will be-
come apparent to those skilled in the art from the follow-
ing detailed description, which, taken in conjunction with
the annexed drawings, discloses two illustrated embod-
iments.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] Referring now to the attached drawings which
form a part of this original disclosure:

Figure 1 is a side elevational view of a bicycle wheel
that includes a bicycle rim in accordance with a first
illustrated embodiment;

Figure 2 is an enlarged cross sectional view of a
portion of the front wheel illustrated in Figure 1 as
seen along section line 2-2 in Figure 1;

Figure 3 is a side elevational view of the bicycle rim
of the wheel illustrated in Figure 1, with the tire and
spokes removed for the purpose of illustration;

Figure 4 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of a por-
tion of the bicycle rim illustrated in Figures 1 to 3, as
seen along section line 4-4 in Figure 3;

Figure 5 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of a por-
tion of the bicycle rim illustrated in Figures 1 to 3, as
seen along section line 5-5 in Figure 3;

Figure 6 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of a por-
tion of the bicycle rim illustrated in Figures 1 to 3, as
seen along section line 6-6 in Figure 3;

Figure 7 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of the
portion of the bicycle rim illustrated in Figure 3, but
with one of the spoke attachment members slidably
disposed in the interior space of the rim;
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Figure 8 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of the
portion of the bicycle rim illustrated in Figures 3 and
7, but with the spoke attachment member disposed
in one of the spoke openings;

Figure 9 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of the
portion of the bicycle rim illustrated in Figures 3, 7
and 8, but with the spoke attachment member dis-
posed in the spoke openings and one of the spokes
attached to the spoke attachment member by a
spoke nipple;

Figure 10 is an enlarged, circumferential cross-sec-
tional view of a portion of the bicycle rim illustrated
in Figures 1 to 3, showing one of the spoke attach-
ment members slidably disposed in the interior
space;

Figure 11 is an enlarged, circumferential cross-sec-
tional view of the portion of the bicycle rim illustrated
in Figure 10, but with the spoke attachment member
disposed in one of the spoke openings;

Figure 12 is an enlarged, circumferential cross-sec-
tional view of the portion of the bicycle rim illustrated
in Figures 10 and 11, but with the spoke attachment
member disposed in the spoke opening and one of
the spokes attached to the spoke attachment mem-
ber by a spoke nipple or plug;

Figure 13 is a perspective view of one of the spoke
attachment members of the bicycle rim illustrated in
Figures 1 to 3;

Figure 14 is a side elevational view of the spoke at-
tachment member illustrated in Figure 13;

Figure 15 is an end elevational view of the spoke
attachment member illustrated in Figures 13 and 14;

Figure 16 is an outer radially facing side view of the
spoke attachment member illustrated in Figures 13,
14 and 15;

Figure 17 is a flow diagram illustrating one bicycle
rim manufacturing method in which a plurality of the
spoke attachment members used in the rim;

Figure 18 is a diagrammatic view of a portion of a
tubular rim member that is extruded as a straight
metal extrusion and that is being cut to a desired
predetermined length for manufacturing a bicycle rim
of a predetermined diameter;

Figure 19 is a diagrammatic view of the tubular rim
member of Figure 18 being bent to form a hoop;

Figure 20 is a diagrammatic view of the tubular rim

member of Figures 18 and 19 being drilled to form
a plurality of spoke openings in the tubular rim mem-
ber;

Figure 21 is a perspective view of a portion of the
tubular rim member with the spoke attachment mem-
bers being inserted inside the interior space of the
tubular rim member through one of the first and sec-
ond ends;

Figure 22 is a perspective view of the tubular rim
member with one of the spoke attachment members
being inserted inside the interior space of the tubular
rim member through one of the first and second ends;

Figure 23 is a side elevational view of the tubular rim
member with the first and second ends of the tubular
rim member being pushed together after the insert-
ing of the spoke attachment members inside the in-
terior space of the tubular rim member;

Figure 24 is an side elevational view of the tubular
rim member with the first and second ends of the rim
being welded together;

Figure 25 is an enlarged side elevational view of a
portion of the tubular rim member showing the weld
between the first and second ends of the rim;

Figure 26 is an enlarged side elevational view of a
portion of the tubular rim member showing surface
treating the rim to remove the protruding part of the
weld between the first and second ends of the rim;

Figure 27 is an enlarged side elevational view of a
portion of the tubular rim member showing surface
treating the rim to form the braking surfaces of the
rim;

Figure 28 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of a
portion of a bicycle rim in accordance with another
embodiment;

Figure 29 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of a
portion of the bicycle rim illustrated in Figure 28, but
with the spoke attachment member slidably dis-
posed in the interior space of the rim;

Figure 30 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of the
portion of the bicycle rim illustrated in Figures 28 and
29, but with the spoke attachment member disposed
in one of the spoke openings;

Figure 31 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of the
portion of the bicycle rim illustrated in Figures 28, 29
and 30, but with the spoke attachment member dis-
posed in the spoke opening and one of the spokes
attached to the spoke attachment member by a
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spoke nipple or plug; and

Figure 32 is a perspective view of portion of the tu-
bular rim member of the bicycle rim illustrated in Fig-
ures 28, 29 and 30 with one of the spoke attachment
members being inserted inside the interior space of
the tubular rim member through one of the first and
second ends.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0009] Selected embodiments will now be explained
with reference to the drawings. It will be apparent to those
skilled in the art from this disclosure that the following
descriptions of the embodiments are provided for illus-
tration only and not for the purpose of limiting the inven-
tion as defined by the appended claims and their equiv-
alents.
[0010] Referring initially to Figures 1 and 2, a tensioned
spoke bicycle wheel 10 is illustrated in accordance with
a first illustrated embodiment. The bicycle wheel 10 ba-
sically includes a center hub 12, a bicycle rim 14, a plu-
rality of spokes 16 and a pneumatic tire 18. The hub 12
connected to the rim 14 by the spokes 16, which are
placed under tension. The tire 18 is attached to the outer
periphery of the rim 14. The hub 12, the spokes 16 and
the tire 18 are conventional parts, and thus, the hub 12,
the spokes 16 and the tire 18 will only be briefly explained
herein. The bicycle wheel 10 is a clincher tire wheel in
which that an air tight chamber is formed between the
outer surface of the rim 14 and a pneumatic tire 18. Of
course, it will be apparent to those skilled in the art from
this disclosure that the rim 14 can be adapted to a tube-
less tire wheel as needed and/or desired.
[0011] As seen in Figures 2 and 3, the rim 14 basically
includes an annular tire mounting part 20, an annular
spoke mounting part 22 and a plurality of spoke attach-
ment members 26. In the illustrated embodiment, the an-
nular tire mounting part 20 and the annular spoke mount-
ing part 22 are formed as a one-piece, unitary member
from as suitable metal such as an aluminum alloy. The
annular tire mounting part 20 as a single air valve mount-
ing opening 20a for attaching an air valve 27. The annular
spoke mounting part 22 has a plurality of spoke openings
22a that corresponds to the number of the spokes 16.
The annular spoke mounting part 22 also has a single
air valve through opening 22b for receiving the air valve
27 therethrough.
[0012] The spoke attachment members 26 are individ-
ual, separate members that are aligned with the spoke
openings 22a. The spoke attachment members 26 are
formed of a hard rigid material such as a metallic material
such as aluminum or other suitable metal. Of course, it
will be apparent to those skilled in the art from this dis-
closure that the spoke attachment members 26 can be
formed of a fiber reinforced plastic (FRP) or a resin with
carbon fibers as needed and/or desired. The spoke at-
tachment members 26 are firmly held against an interior

surface of the annular spoke mounting part 22 by the
tension of the spokes 16. As explained in more detail
below, the spokes 16 are each adjustably to one of the
spoke attachment members 26 by a spoke nipple or plug
28 that is threaded into one of the spoke attachment
members 26.
[0013] The spokes 16 will now be explained with ref-
erence to Figures 1 and 2. The spokes 16 are all prefer-
ably identical to each other. The spokes 16 are preferably
integrally formed as a one-piece, unitary single member
(integral member) using conventional manufacturing
techniques. In the embodiment illustrated, the spokes 16
are radial spokes that connect the hub 12 to the rim 14.
The spokes 16 are aligned along a circumferential direc-
tion at equal intervals along the rim 14. Each spoke 16
basically includes an inner end 16a and an outer end
16b. Each of the outer ends 16b of the spokes 16 has a
flange or enlarged part for engaging one of the spoke
plug 28. In the embodiment illustrated, a total of twenty-
four radial spokes 16 are used. Naturally, it will be ap-
parent to those skilled in the bicycle field from this dis-
closure that the bicycle wheel 10 can have fewer or more
spokes and/or a different spoking arrangement (for ex-
ample, such as that in which all spokes are radial spokes,
or in which some spokes are tangential spokes and some
are radial spokes).
[0014] Still referring to Figures 1 and 2, the hub 12 will
now be briefly explained. The hub 12 is a relatively con-
ventional hub, which basically includes a cylindrical hub
shell 30 rotatably supported on a hub axle 32 by a pair
of bearings (not shown). The hub axle 32 defines a center
axis C of the bicycle wheel 10 and the rim 14. As seen
in Figure 2, the hub 12 has two spoke attachment portions
34 and 36 for attaching the spokes 16. In particular, each
of the attachment portions 34 and 36 has six spoke
mounting lugs with each lug having two spoke mounting
openings for attaching the spokes 16. In the embodiment
illustrated, the attachment portions 34 and 36 are mirror
images of each other, but with the spoke mounting lugs
being circumferentially offset. In other words, the spoke
mounting points of the attachment portion 34 are offset
in the circumferential direction from the spoke mounting
points of the attachment portion 36. In the embodiment
illustrated, the hub 12 is a front bicycle hub. However, it
will be apparent to those skilled in the bicycle field from
this disclosure that the hub 12 can be replaced with a
rear hub, as needed and/or desired.
[0015] Referring now to Figures 2 to 9, the bicycle rim
14 will now be explained in more detail. The rim 14 is
essentially a circular metal member that is attached to
the outer ends 16b of the spokes 16 by the spoke plugs
28 in a conventional manner. The tire 18 is attached to
the outer periphery of the rim 14 in a conventional man-
ner. In this first illustrated embodiment, the rim 14 is a
metal rim formed of a suitable metallic material such as
an aluminum alloy. Of course, it will be apparent to those
skilled in the art from this disclosure that the rim 14 can
be formed of a fiber reinforced plastic (FRP) or a resin
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with carbon fibers as needed and/or desired. For exam-
ple, the rim 14 can be formed by extruding metal into a
metal tube with a desired uniform cross sectional profile
suitable for the rim 14. The metal tube or hoop is then
cut to the desired length and bent into a hoop member.
The spoke attachment members 26 are inserted into the
metal tube. Finally, the first and second ends of the hoop
member are joined together to define a rim joint part 38.
The cross sectional profile of the rim 14 can have a wide
range of geometry, which can be optimized for particular
performance goals as needed and/or desired. Aerody-
namics, mass and inertia, stiffness, durability, tubeless
tire compatibility, brake compatibility, and cost are all
considerations in the cross sectional profile of the rim 14.
[0016] As seen in Figures 4 to 9, in this illustrated em-
bodiment, the annular tire mounting part 20 and the an-
nular spoke mounting part 22 are integrally formed as a
one-piece, unitary hoop member with a uniform cross
sectional profile, except for where has been removed ma-
terial (e.g., at the air valve mounting opening 20a, the
spoke openings 22a and the air valve through opening
22b. The annular tire mounting part 20 of the bicycle rim
14 includes an annular outer bridge 40 and a pair of bead
hooks or bead flanges 42. The annular outer bridge 40
is free of any openings communicating with the interior
space except for the single air valve mounting opening
20a, which is used to mount the air valve 27 in a conven-
tional manner. The annular spoke mounting part 22 ex-
tends from the annular tire mounting part 20 to define an
interior space 44 with a predetermined interior shape.
[0017] As best seen in Figure 3, the spoke openings
22a are disposed at predetermined locations along a cir-
cumferential direction of the annular spoke mounting part
22. While the annular spoke mounting part 22 of the rim
14 is provided with twenty-four of the spoke openings
22a, the annular spoke mounting part 22 can have fewer
or more of the spoke openings 22a as needed and/or
desired. The spoke openings 22a in the annular spoke
mounting part 22 are angled so that their center axes
form acute angles with respect to a center plane P of the
rim 14, which extends perpendicularly from the center
axis C of the bicycle wheel 10 and bisects the rim 14 into
two halves. In particular, the spoke openings 22a are
angled with respect to the center plane P by about five
to six degrees in an alternating manner. In particular, the
angles of the spoke openings 22a are arranged so that
the center axes of the spoke openings 22a alternate in
opposite directions relative to the center plane P of the
rim 14. In other words, every other one of the spoke open-
ings 22a have their center axes tilted to a first side of the
center plane P, and the other the spoke openings 22a
have their center axes tilted to a second side of the center
plane P.
[0018] As mentioned above, the annular tire mounting
part 20 and the annular spoke mounting part 22 is free
of any openings communicating with the interior space
44 except for the air valve mounting opening 20a, the air
valve through opening 22b and the spoke openings 22a.

While the air valve mounting opening 20a, the air valve
through opening 22b and the spoke openings 22a are all
circular openings, theses openings can have other
shapes as needed and/or desired.
[0019] The bead flanges 42 and the sides of the annu-
lar spoke mounting part 22 are surface treated to form a
pair of flat brake contact surfaces 46. The brake contact
surfaces 46 are disposed both inward and outward of the
outer bridge 40 (i.e., extending across the outer bridge
40) in a radial direction with respect to the center axis C
of the rim 14. The brake contact surfaces 46 are contin-
uous flat surfaces. The brake contact surfaces 46 are
typically formed by grinding the sides of the rim 14 after
butt welding the ends of the rim 14 together to form a
hoop. The grinding of the sides of the rim 14 to form the
brake contact surfaces 46 are beneficial in that any
roughness produced due to the butt welding procedure
can be removed from the brake contact surfaces 46.
[0020] In this first illustrated embodiment, the prede-
termined interior shape of the interior space 44 is defined
by the interior surfaces of the annular tire mounting part
20 and the annular spoke mounting part 22. In particular,
the interior space 44 is defined an annular curved interior
surface 44a of the annular spoke mounting part 22, a pair
of annular planar side interior surfaces 44b of the annular
spoke mounting part 22, and an annular undulated inte-
rior surface 44d of the annular outer bridge 40. The inte-
rior space 44 has a minimum radial height H along the
center plane P of the rim 14. The minimum radial height
H of the interior space 44 is dimensioned with respect to
the radial height of the spoke attachment members 26
so that the spoke attachment members 26 cannot tip
over. Preferably, the minimum radial height H of the in-
terior space 44 is dimensioned with respect to the radial
height of the spoke attachment members 26 so that the
spoke attachment members 26 can only slightly tilt rela-
tive to the center plane P of the rim 14. Moreover, each
of the spoke attachment members 26 has a maximum
lateral dimension or width W with respect to a lateral di-
mension or width of the interior space 44 so that lateral
movement of the spoke attachment members 26 is lim-
ited within the interior space 44.
[0021] Referring to Figures 7 to 12, the spoke attach-
ment members 26 (only one shown) are slidably dis-
posed within the interior space 44 to move in a circum-
ferential direction of the rim 14. However, as discussed
below, the spoke attachment members 26 are main-
tained in an upright position so that they will easy fall into
a corresponding one of the spoke openings 22a. Gener-
ally speaking, the overall shapes of the spoke attachment
members 26 together with the interior configuration of
the interior space 44 constitute an orientation maintaining
arrangement 50. In other words, the orientation maintain-
ing arrangement 50 is a mating configuration between
the spoke attachment members 26 and the interior con-
figuration of the interior space 44 that prevents the spoke
attachment members 26 from tipping over within the in-
terior space 44. The spoke attachment members 26 are
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dimensioned such that the spoke attachment members
26 are larger than the spoke openings 22a and the single
air valve opening 22b. Thus, the spoke attachment mem-
bers 26 cannot pass through the spoke openings 22a
and the single air valve opening 22b. If in addition to the
air valve mounting opening 20a, the outer bridge 40 were
formed with any additional openings or bores (e.g. for
weight saving) that are not shown, then the additional
openings or bores are sized such the spoke attachment
members 26 cannot pass through the additional open-
ings or bores. In other words, in the illustrated embodi-
ment, the spoke attachment members 26 are larger than
the air valve mounting opening 20a, the spoke openings
22a, the air valve through opening 22b and any other
additional openings or bores in the rim 14 so that the
spoke attachment members 26 cannot fall out of the rim
14 once the ends of the rim 14 are joined together.
[0022] Referring to Figures 13 to 16, one of the spoke
attachment members 26 is illustrated by itself. All of the
spoke attachment members 26 are preferably identical.
However, the shapes of the spoke attachment members
26 can vary among the spoke attachment members 26
as need and/or desired. In the illustrated embodiment,
the spoke attachment member 26 is a one-piece, unitary
member formed of a hard rigid material such as a metal
material, or a fiber reinforced plastic (FRP), or a resin
with carbon fibers. The spoke attachment member 26
constitutes a spoke receiving part that limits radial move-
ment of the spoke attachment member 26 within the in-
terior space 44 with respect to the center axis C of the
bicycle rim 14. In any event, each of the spoke attachment
members 26 includes a first or outer tubular portion 51,
a second or inner tubular portion 52 and an orientation
maintaining flange 53. The first and second tubular por-
tions 51 and 52 and the orientation maintaining flange
53 are formed as a one-piece member. However, if need-
ed and/or desired, the orientation maintaining flange 53
can be a separate member that is fixed to the first and
second tubular portions 51 and 52.
[0023] A threaded bore or hole 54 extends through the
first and second tubular portions 51 and 52 and the ori-
entation maintaining flange 53 of the spoke attachment
member 26. The threaded bore 54 constitutes the spoke
receiving part of the spoke attachment member 26. The
second tubular portion 52 of the spoke attachment mem-
ber 26 constitutes a projection that is dimensioned to be
received in the one of the spoke openings 22a. The sec-
ond tubular portions 52 have free end surfaces that are
preferably flush with the exterior surface of the annular
spoke mounting part 22 as seen in Figures 7 to 12. Al-
ternatively, the second tubular portions 52 can protrude
from the spoke openings 22a such that the free end sur-
faces of the second tubular portions 52 stands out from
the exterior surface of the annular spoke mounting part
22. Also if needed and/or desired, the second tubular
portions 52 can be eliminated such that nothing of the
spoke attachment members 26 protrudes from the ori-
entation maintaining flanges 53 into the spoke openings

22a, or the second tubular portions 52 can be shortened
such that the free end surfaces of the second tubular
portions 52 are recessed within the spoke openings 22a
relative to the exterior surface of the annular spoke
mounting part 22.
[0024] The orientation maintaining flange 53 has a
curved rim contact surface 53a that mates with the cur-
vatures of the surface 44c of the annular spoke mounting
part 22 while the second tubular portion 52 is disposed
in one of the spoke openings 22a. The orientation main-
taining flange 53 defines the maximum lateral width W
of the spoke attachment member 26. Also the orientation
maintaining flange 53 defines a maximum lengthwise
width LW of the spoke attachment member 26 in the cir-
cumferential direction of the rim 14. While the spoke at-
tachment member 26 is circumferentially aligned with
one of the spoke openings 22a, the threaded bore 54 is
at least partially visible (more preferably mostly visible)
through the spoke opening 22a even while the orientation
maintaining flange 53 contacts one of the side interior
surfaces 44b. In other words, the lateral width W of the
spoke attachment member 26 is preferably sized relative
to the relative lateral width of the interior space 44 such
that the threaded bore 54 is partially visible through the
spoke opening 22a while the orientation maintaining
flange 53 engages the side interior surfaces 44b and the
spoke attachment member 26 is circumferentially aligned
with one of the spoke openings 22a.
[0025] Referring back to Figures 7 to 12, the threaded
bore 54 of the first and second tubular portions 51 and
52 has an internal thread that receives the spoke plug
28 for securing the outer end 16b of the spoke 16 to the
rim 14. In particular, the spoke plug 28 has a tool en-
gagement portion 28a and a threaded portion 28b with
a spoke receiving bore 28c. The tool engagement portion
28a has a hexagonal exterior surface as viewed along
the spoke receiving bore 28c of the spoke plug 28. The
threaded portion 28b has an external thread that is en-
gaged with the internal thread of the threaded bore 54 to
adjustably secure the spoke plug 28 to the spoke attach-
ment member 26. By turning the spoke plug 28 on the
spoke 16, the spoke plug 28 moves axially with respect
to the threaded bore 54 of the spoke attachment member
26 to adjust the tension in the spoke 16. The orientation
maintaining flange 53 acts as a projection with the curved
contact surface 53a acting as a curved rim contact sur-
face. The curved contact surface 53a has a curvature
that matches a curvature of the interior surface 44a of
the annular spoke mounting part 22 in both the circum-
ferential direction of the rim 14 and the width direction of
the rim 14. In this way, the spoke attachment member
26 does not turn in response to the spoke plug 28 being
turned during adjusting the spoke tension of the spoke 16.
[0026] The orientation maintaining flange 53 consti-
tutes an orientation maintaining structure of the orienta-
tion maintaining arrangement 50 that is formed on the
spoke attachment member 26. In other words, the orien-
tation maintaining flange 53 (e.g., the orientation main-
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taining structure) has a predetermined configuration that
is dimensioned with respect to the predetermined interior
shape of the interior space 44 to form a part of the ori-
entation maintaining arrangement 50 such that the spoke
attachment member 26 is slidably disposed within the
interior space 44 in a circumferential direction of the bi-
cycle rim 14 to selectively align with one of the spoke
openings 22a while also maintaining an orientation of the
spoke attachment member 26 within the interior space
44 to align with the one of the spoke openings 22a.
[0027] In this first illustrated embodiment, the spoke
attachment member 26 and the orientation maintaining
flange 53 (e.g., the orientation maintaining structure) are
fixedly coupled each other as a unit. Since in this first
illustrated embodiment, the spoke attachment member
26 is a one-piece, unitary member formed of a metallic
material, the spoke attachment member 26 and the ori-
entation maintaining flange 53 (e.g., the orientation main-
taining structure) are also one-piece in this first illustrated
embodiment. However, the orientation maintaining
flange 53 can be a separate member if needed and/or
desired. The orientation maintaining flange 53 of the ori-
entation maintaining structure 50 forms the maximum
width W of the spoke attachment member 26 as meas-
ured in a direction parallel to the center axis C of the rim
14. The maximum width W of the spoke attachment mem-
ber 26 is larger than a minimum height of the interior
space 44 as measured in the radial direction with respect
to the center axis C of the bicycle rim 14. The maximum
lengthwise width LW of the spoke attachment member
26 is also larger than the minimum radial height H of the
interior space 44 as measured in the radial direction with
respect to the center axis C of the bicycle rim 14.
[0028] Turning now to Figure 17 to 27, a method of
manufacturing the rim 14 will be discussed. Figure 17
illustrated a flow chart of a series of steps in manufactur-
ing the rim 14. Unless otherwise stated, the steps of this
method of manufacturing the rim 14 can be accomplish
in a different order. Moreover, the while the steps are
shown as separate steps, it is possible that some of the
steps can be combined such that they are preformed
simultaneously. As seen in Figure 17, in step S1, a metal
material is extruded into a straight tubular rim member
(a metal tube) with a desired uniform cross sectional pro-
file suitable for the rim 14.
[0029] In step S2, as diagrammatically shown in Figure
18, the straight tubular rim member is cut with a cutting
device 60 to a predetermined length L that is suitable for
a desired rim diameter. Thus, in step S2, a rim element
is provided that includes a first end, a second end and
with a predetermined interior shape that defines the in-
terior space 44 (Figures 4 to 9).
[0030] In step S3, as diagrammatically shown in Figure
19, the straight tubular rim member is bent into a hoop
with the desired curvature using a plurality of rollers 62.
Once the rim member is fully bent, the hoop takes the
shape shown in Figure 20, i.e., a split ring.
[0031] In step S4, as diagrammatically shown in Figure

20, the spoke openings 22a are formed in the curved
tubular rim member (hoop) by a mechanical forming op-
eration in which a mechanical forming tool 64 (e.g., a
drill) is used. While a drilling operation is illustrated, the
spoke openings 22a can be formed in other ways as
needed and/or desired. Moreover, the spoke openings
22a can be formed be formed prior to the bending of the
straight tubular rim member into a hoop as needed and/or
desired.
[0032] In step S5, as diagrammatically shown in Figure
21, the spoke attachment members 26 are inserted into
the interior space 44 of the tubular rim member through
one of the first and second ends of the tubular rim mem-
ber. Since each of the spoke attachment members 26
has a predetermined configuration (e.g., the orientation
maintaining flange 53) that is dimensioned with respect
to the predetermined interior shape of the interior space
44 to form the orientation maintaining arrangement 50,
the spoke attachment members 26 are slidably disposed
within the interior space 44 in a circumferential direction
of the bicycle rim 14 while the orientation of the spoke
attachment members 26 are maintained within the inte-
rior space 44.
[0033] In step S6, as diagrammatically shown in Fig-
ures 23 to 25, the first and second ends of the tubular
rim member are attached (e.g., butt welded) together to
form the rim joint part 38. In particular, forces F are ap-
plied to the tubular rim member such that the first and
second ends of the tubular rim member are aligned and
pushed together as seen in Figures 23 and 24. Once the
first and second ends of the tubular rim member are
aligned and pushed together, the first and second ends
of the tubular rim member are butt welded together such
that a weld 65 is formed. This weld 65 can be formed by
adding material to the rim 14 or by merely melting the
ends of the rim 14 together. Of course, this step of at-
taching the ends of the rim 14 together needs to be done
after the inserting of the spoke attachment members 26
inside the interior space 44 of the tubular rim member.
[0034] In step S7, as diagrammatically shown in Fig-
ures 26 and 27, a surface treating operation is performed
on the rim 14 This surface treating operation typically
includes removing any excess welding material from the
rim 14 using a grinding tool 68 as seen in Figure 26. Also
the same grinding tool 68 or a different tool is then used
to form the braking surfaces 46.
[0035] In steps S8 and S9, the spokes 16 are attached
to the hub 12 and the rim 14. These steps S8 and S9 can
be repeatedly performed one spoke at a time, or all of
the spokes 16 can be first attached to the hub 12 and
then the spokes 16 are attached to the rim 14.
[0036] In step S9, the spoke attachment members 26
are aligned with the spoke openings 22a so that the sec-
ond or inner tubular portions 52 of the spoke attachment
members 26 are disposed in the spoke openings 22a.
Then the spokes 16 are individually attached to the spoke
attachment members 26 of the rim 14 by the spoke plugs
28.
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[0037] Finally, in step S10, the tension in the spokes
16 are adjusted using the spoke plugs 28 to the desired
level of tension.
[0038] As mentioned above, the steps of manufactur-
ing the rim 14 as seen in Figure 17 can be accomplish
in a different order, as needed and/or desired, so long
as the rearranged steps do not materially prevent the rim
14 from being formed to carry out the present invention.
For example, the forming of the spoke openings 22a in
the rim 14 (step S4) can be performed after either step
S6 or step S7.
[0039] Referring now to Figures 28 to 32, an enlarged
cross-sectional view of a portion of a bicycle rim 114 is
illustrated in accordance with another illustrated embod-
iment. Similar to the bicycle rim 14 discussed above, the
bicycle rim 114 basically includes an annular tire mount-
ing part 120, an annular spoke mounting part 122 with a
plurality of spoke openings 122a, and a plurality of spoke
attachment members 126 (only one shown). Also similar
to the bicycle rim 14 discussed above, the annular tire
mounting part 120 and the annular spoke mounting part
122 form an interior space 144 defined by interior sur-
faces 144a, 144b and 144c. The annular spoke mounting
part 122 of the bicycle rim 114 includes the interior rails
144d, which are disposed on the side surfaces 114b of
the annular spoke mounting part 122 and project into the
interior space 144. While in this illustrated embodiment
the interior rails 144d are extruded with the annular tire
mounting part 120 and the annular spoke mounting part
122 as a one-piece member, it is possible to make the
interior rails 144d as separate elements that are affixed
to the annular spoke mounting part 122.
[0040] In the second illustrated embodiment, generally
speaking, the overall shapes of the spoke attachment
members 126 together with the interior configuration of
the interior space 144 constitute an orientation maintain-
ing arrangement 150. In other words, the orientation
maintaining arrangement 150 is a mating configuration
between the spoke attachment members 126 and the
interior configuration of the interior space 144 that pre-
vents the spoke attachment members 126 from tipping
over within the interior space 144. In particular, the inte-
rior rails 144d constitute an orientation maintaining struc-
ture of the orientation maintaining arrangement 150 that
limit movement of the spoke attachment members 126
within the interior space 144 with respect to a width di-
rection of the bicycle rim 114. The interior rails 144d (e.g.,
the orientation maintaining structure) are lateral projec-
tions, which extend in a lateral direction with respect to
the hole extending direction of the threaded bores of the
spoke attachment members 126. In this way, the interior
rails 144d contacts the spoke attachment members 126.
While two of the interior rails 144d are used in the second
illustrated embodiment, the bicycle rim 114 can be con-
structed with one interior rail disposed on the annular
spoke mounting part 122 as needed and/or desired. The
spoke attachment members 126 are slidably engaged
with the interior rails to slide in the longitudinal direction

of the interior space 144 with the interior rails 144d en-
gaging the spoke attachment member 126 to maintain
the orientation of the spoke attachment members 126
within the interior space 144.
[0041] Each of the spoke attachment members 126
includes a first or outer tubular portion 151, a second or
inner tubular portion 152 and an orientation maintaining
flange 153. The spoke attachment members 126 are
preferably identical with the orientation maintaining
flange 153 having a curved contact surface 153a that
mates with the curvatures of the surface 144c of the an-
nular spoke mounting part 122. The inner tubular portion
152 is dimension for being received in the spoke opening
122a. The orientation maintaining flange 153 also con-
stitute an orientation maintaining structure of the orien-
tation maintaining arrangement 150 that limit movement
of the spoke attachment members 126 within the interior
space 144 with respect to a width direction of the bicycle
rim 114. Thus, the interior rails 144d and the orientation
maintaining flange 153 cooperate together to limit move-
ment of the spoke attachment members 126 within the
interior space 144 with respect to a width direction of the
bicycle rim 114.
[0042] The bicycle rim 114 is identical to the bicycle
rim 14 discussed above, except for the annular spoke
mounting part 122 being provided with the interior rails
144d and the shape of the spoke attachment members
126 being changed. Since the only differences between
the rims 14 and 114 are the shapes of the spoke attach-
ment members 126 and the addition of the interior rails
144d, the bicycle rim 114 will not be discussed in further
detail herein. Rather the descriptions of the parts of the
bicycle rim 14 that are similar to the parts of the bicycle
rim 114 apply to the parts of the bicycle rim 114 unless
otherwise stated.
[0043] In understanding the scope of the present in-
vention, the term "comprising" and its derivatives, as
used herein, are intended to be open ended terms that
specify the presence of the stated features, elements,
components, groups, integers, and/or steps, but do not
exclude the presence of other unstated features, ele-
ments, components, groups, integers and/or steps. The
foregoing also applies to words having similar meanings
such as the terms, "including", "having" and their deriv-
atives. Also, the terms "part," "section," "portion," "mem-
ber" or "element" when used in the singular can have the
dual meaning of a single part or a plurality of parts. As
used herein to describe the above embodiment(s), the
following directional terms "circumferential", "radial", "ax-
ial", "width", "inner", "outer", and "transverse" as well as
any other similar directional terms refer to those direc-
tions with respect to a center axis of rotation of the bicycle
rim. The term "hoop" as used herein is not limited to a
closed ring, but rather generically refers to both closed
rings and split rings. Finally, terms of degree such as
"substantially", "about" and "approximately" as used
herein mean a reasonable amount of deviation of the
modified term such that the end result is not significantly
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changed, e.g., manufacturing tolerances.
[0044] While only selected embodiments have been
chosen to illustrate the present invention, it will be ap-
parent to those skilled in the art from this disclosure that
various changes and modifications can be made herein
without departing from the scope of the invention as de-
fined in the appended claims. For example, the size,
shape, location or orientation of the various components
can be changed as needed and/or desired. The functions
of one element can be performed by two, and vice versa.
The structures and functions of one embodiment can be
adopted in another embodiment. It is not necessary for
all advantages to be present in a particular embodiment
at the same time. Every feature which is unique from the
prior art, alone or in combination with other features, also
should be considered a separate description of further
inventions by the applicant, including the structural
and/or functional concepts embodied by such feature(s).
Thus, the foregoing descriptions of the embodiments ac-
cording to the present invention are provided for illustra-
tion only, and not for the purpose of limiting the invention
as defined by the appended claims and their equivalents.

Claims

1. A bicycle rim comprising:

an annular tire mounting part;
an annular spoke mounting part including a plu-
rality of spoke openings disposed at predeter-
mined locations along a circumferential direction
of the annular spoke mounting part, the spoke
mounting part extending from the annular tire
mounting part to define an interior space with a
predetermined interior shape;
at least one spoke attachment member that is
disposed in the interior space; and
an orientation maintaining structure having a
predetermined configuration that is dimen-
sioned with respect to the predetermined interior
shape of the interior space to form an orientation
maintaining arrangement such that the spoke
attachment member is slidably disposed within
the interior space in a circumferential direction
of the bicycle rim to selectively align with one of
the spoke openings while also maintaining an
orientation of the spoke attachment member
within the interior space to align with the one of
the spoke openings.

2. The bicycle rim according to claim 1, wherein
the spoke attachment member and the orientation
maintaining structure are coupled with each other or
are one-piece.

3. The bicycle rim according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
the orientation maintaining structure includes at least

one lateral projection that limit movement of the
spoke attachment member within the interior space
with respect to a width direction of the bicycle rim.

4. The bicycle rim according to any one of claims 1 to
3, wherein

the spoke attachment member has a spoke re-
ceiving part that includes a bore, and
the orientation maintaining structure includes a
projection which extends in a lateral direction
with respect to a bore extending direction of the
spoke receiving part.

5. The bicycle rim according to claim 3 or 4, wherein
the projection contacts an interior surface of the an-
nular spoke mounting part.

6. The bicycle rim according to any one of claims 3 to
5, wherein
the projection extends along the interior surface of
the annular spoke mounting part in the circumferen-
tial direction of the bicycle rim.

7. The bicycle rim according to claim 6, wherein
the projection has a curved rim contact surface with
a curvature that matches a curvature of the interior
surface of the annular spoke mounting part in the
circumferential direction of the bicycle rim.

8. The bicycle rim according to any one of claims 1 to
7, wherein
the orientation maintaining structure has a maximum
width as measured in a direction parallel to a center
axis of the bicycle rim that is larger than a minimum
height of the interior space as measured in a radial
direction with respect to the center axis of the bicycle
rim.

9. The bicycle rim according to any one of claims 1 to
8, wherein
the annular tire mounting part and the annular spoke
mounting part are integrally formed as a one-piece.

10. The bicycle rim according to any one of claims 1 to
9, wherein
the annular tire mounting part is free of any openings
communicating with the interior space except for a
single air valve opening.

11. The bicycle rim according to any one of claims 1 to
10, wherein
the spoke attachment member includes a projection
that is dimensioned to be received in the one of the
spoke openings.

12. The bicycle rim according to any one of claims 1 to
11, wherein
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the orientation maintaining structure includes at
least one interior rail disposed on the annular
spoke mounting part and projecting into the in-
terior space, and
the spoke attachment member is slidably en-
gaged with the interior rail to slide in the longi-
tudinal direction of the interior space while the
interior rail also engages the spoke attachment
member to maintain the orientation of the spoke
attachment member within the interior space.

13. A bicycle rim comprising:

an annular tire mounting part;
an annular spoke mounting part including a plu-
rality of spoke openings disposed at predeter-
mined locations along a circumferential direction
of the annular spoke mounting part, the spoke
mounting part extending from the annular tire
mounting part to define an interior space with a
predetermined interior shape; and
at least one spoke attachment member that is
disposed in the interior space;
the annular tire mounting part and the annular
spoke mounting part being free of any openings
communicating with the interior space except for
a single air valve opening and the spoke open-
ings,
the spoke attachment member being dimen-
sioned such that the spoke attachment member
are larger than the spoke openings and the sin-
gle air valve opening and cannot pass through
the spoke openings and the single air valve
opening.

14. A bicycle rim manufacturing method comprising:

providing a rim element including a first end, a
second end and an interior space with a prede-
termined interior shape;
forming the rim member into a hoop;
forming a plurality of spoke openings in the rim
member;
inserting at least one spoke attachment member
inside the interior space of the rim member
through one of the first and second ends, the
spoke attachment member having a predeter-
mined configuration that is dimensioned with re-
spect to the predetermined interior shape of the
interior space to form an orientation maintaining
arrangement such that the spoke attachment
member is slidably disposed within the interior
space in a circumferential direction of the bicycle
rim while also maintaining an orientation of the
spoke attachment member within the interior
space;
joining the first and second ends of the rim mem-
ber together after the inserting of the spoke at-

tachment member inside the interior space of
the tubular rim member; and
aligning the spoke attachment element with one
of the spoke openings.
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